[1] Highly oblique impacts represent a rare and special class of impact events manifested as elliptical craters preserved on present-day planetary surfaces. Crater excavation in highly oblique impacts differs from that of standard vertical impacts due to early time asymmetries imparted by the downrange-directed coupling of energy between the projectile and target. Such asymmetries are preserved as scouring and mobilized surface materials produced by high-velocity, low-angle ejecta and blast winds along the initial impact trajectory axis downrange. Subsequent deposition of resulting melt-rich products occurs in the form of concentrated strewnfields located downrange from the impact. The distinct nature of these distal strewnfields is separate from later time, more proximal ejecta accumulations and generally allows connecting these specific deposits with their parent crater. The present study involves a three-dimensional computational impact simulation (modeled using the CTH shock physics hydrocode) of an event similar to the impact that produced the elliptical Hale impact crater on Mars (125 km Â 150 km diameter crater located at 36 S, 36 W). Results generally capture the predicted patterns indicative of highly oblique impacts. Evidence is presented for correlated distal strewnfields located downrange from Hale that coincide with prominent low-albedo surface deposits and wind streaks on the present-day Martian surface, thereby providing implications for possible identification for other dark glassy strewnfields as well as impact-generated winds on Mars.
1. Introduction
Background
[2] The possible role of impacts in delivering impact products across Mars has been considered in past studies [e.g., Bouška and Bell, 1993; Basilevsky et al., 2000; Schultz, 1994; Lorenz, 2000; Schultz and Mustard, 2004; Schultz, 2004, 2007; Moroz et al., 2009] . Recently, Moroz et al. [2009] investigated the spectral properties of simulated impact glasses and noted possible examples already detected on Mars. They concluded that glassy materials caused by impacts deserve greater attention. Here we consider the contribution from a large, oblique impact on Mars that would allow testing this hypothesis.
[3] The impact cratering process can be subdivided into three stages: compression, excavation and modification [Gault et al., 1968] . Each stage has been observed in both laboratory and computational studies of vertical impacts, but their individual contributions become largely masked in the final crater appearance as each successive stage supersedes the next. Oblique impacts, however, physically separate out the effects of each stage along the downrange direction of the initial impact trajectory, thereby preserving the consequences in the resulting asymmetries [Schultz, 1992a] .
[4] The final shape of a crater is usually a circular scar despite the fact that half of all impacts strike at angles between 30 and 60 from the horizontal [Shoemaker, 1962] . Late stages of excavation and collapse, however, can mask the transient crater shape [Schultz and Anderson, 1996] . It is therefore only highly oblique craters that tend to exhibit remnant effects in crater shape (and other diagnostic features) imparted by impact direction and angle. The generation of an elliptical crater, for instance, requires an angle of impact of $10 or less (with respect to the horizontalfrom here onward), which is as rare as a near vertical impact [Gault and Wedekind, 1978] . The probability of a 15 point that obscures the downward directed impactor momentum, thereby consuming most early time compression effects on crater growth [Schultz, 1992a; Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000] . In contrast, oblique impacts transfer a horizontal component of the projectile momentum to the target surface, creating an initial bilaterally symmetric shock that persists well into the far field, affecting peak stress distributions [Dahl and Schultz, 2001] , subsurface flow, ejecta asymmetries [Anderson et al., 2003; Hermalyn and Schultz, 2010] , and shock-related failure patterns [Schultz and Anderson, 1996; Stickle and Schultz, 2011] .
[6] Ejecta velocity vectors from hypervelocity impact experiments performed at the NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range used three-dimensional particle image velocimetry (3D PIV). The 3D-PIV system measures ejecta particle positions and velocities through a system of lasers (horizontally projected laser sheets), digital cameras, and computational algorithms (see descriptions given by Heineck et al. [2002] , Anderson et al. [2003] , and Hermalyn and Schultz [2010] ). At the earliest stages of a highly oblique impact, failed fragments from the projectile ("siblings") decouple from the initial first contact point and impact the surface downrange ( Figure 1a) . Consequently, the excavation flow field center from oblique impacts (the apparent source of ejecta) migrates downrange as the crater grows [Anderson and Schultz, 2006] . Moreover, vapor rapidly expands from both the first projectile contact and downrange sibling impacts. Figure 1a reveals that the vapor phase strips fine ejecta from the nascent ejecta curtain. Under an atmosphere, expanding vapor induces an intense shock that evolves into hypersonic winds [Schultz, 1992a; Sugita and Schultz, 2002; Schultz et al., 2006a] .
[7] Because the vapor plume expands while moving downrange, strong blast-winds created by atmospheric coupling do not radiate from a single point. Rather, impactinduced winds appear to evolve from a moving source region along the trajectory: (1) at first contact, blast winds (and ejecta) radiate from a source uprange from the crater center; (2) maximum coupling closer to the crater center create a second source region; and (3) hypervelocity sibling impacts and the expanding vapor plume create a third source region downrange from the crater.
[8] The effects of an oblique impact are primarily manifested as an asymmetric distribution of the ejecta, expressed as a "forbidden zone" in the uprange direction [Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Anderson et al., 2003; Schultz et al., 2009] . At the earliest stages, projectile momentum coupled to the target is preserved in high-velocity ejecta directed along the trajectory axis (Figure 1b ), localized within a narrow fan downrange, whether at high or low impact speeds. This early time ejection phase immediately and completely decouples from subsequent excavation of ballistic ejecta comprising the "central" plume (also tilted slightly downrange along the axis of symmetry but generally distributed more evenly around the crater) [Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz, 1999; . In laboratory experiments, the expanding vapor plume forms a parabolashaped discoloration downrange (Figure 1c, left) [Schultz, 1996] . In addition, scouring from projectile fragments form Figure 1a . Ejecta velocity vector plots from hypervelocity impact experiments performed at the NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range utilizing three-dimensional particle image velocimetry (3D PIV). The 3D-PIV system measures ejecta particle positions and velocities through a system of lasers (horizontally projected laser sheet), digital cameras, and computational algorithms (see descriptions given by Heineck et al. [2002] and Anderson et al. [2003] ). Negative view of ejecta illuminated by a laser sheet after impact by a Pyrex sphere (0.635 cm sphere) into dolomite powder at 15 . The first contact and sibling impacts are self-illuminated. The ring of illuminated ejecta appears to be laterally offset from the impact on the surface due to the side look direction. Fine ejecta in the nascent ejecta curtain (5 ms after impact) have streamers due to blow-by from the expanding vapor cloud. Sibling impacts downrange generate a secondary vapor cloud and debris radiating from a point downrange.
Figure 1b. Impact of a Pyrex sphere into dolomite target (powder) at 30 from the horizontal approximately 100 ms after a 5.0 km/s . Label "ID" indicates impact direction, whereas "IP" notes impact point.
streaks that radiate from a source downrange along the trajectory. Consequently, the non-radial pattern of sibling and secondary impacts can be documented in particulate targets ( Figure 1b ) and strength-controlled targets (Figure 1c, left) . The effect of the retained momentum by surviving projectile fragments becomes apparent where there is an obstruction downrange (Figure 1c, left) . Because cratering efficiency reduces at large planetary scales, the ratio of the crater width to projectile diameter more closely resembles strengthcontrolled craters in laboratory experiments.
[9] The initial excavation asymmetries persist to relatively late times in the cratering process for both solid and particulate targets [Anderson et al., 2003; Hermalyn and Schultz, 2010] . Ultimately, the downrange-directed momentum of the projectile decays and the subsurface flow field evolves, becoming more symmetric during the later stages of excavation expressed by near-rim ejecta [Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz and Anderson, 1996; Anderson et al., 2004] .
Melt Generation in Oblique Impacts and Hale Crater
[10] Several studies have addressed the scaling of melt production in oblique impacts [e.g., O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977; Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000] . In general, melt generation should decrease as a function of decreasing impact angle due to an overall weakening in shock (peak shock pressures are primarily controlled by the vertical velocity component of the impactor). Such conclusions, however, do not incorporate the effects of high shear stresses and the effect of re-impacting projectile debris that result in localized frictional heating along the projectile/target interface (increases melting of the uppermost surface layers) [e.g., Schultz, 1996; Schultz et al., 2006a; van der Bogert et al., 2003; Stickle and Schultz, 2010] . Consequently, the thermodynamics of both shock compression/release and shear heating governs melting by oblique impacts.
[11] Shock compression is an irreversible process in which the state of a material jumps discontinuously from its initial state to a final state lying on its Hugoniot curve [see, e.g., O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977] . In general, the thermodynamic path of a shocked material can therefore be calculated solely using Hugoniot shock data. In the shear heating process, however, pressure and internal energy changes do not follow the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [e.g., Sugita and Schultz, 2003] . The internal energy of a material at a given peak shock pressure can be greater during shear heating, in comparison to shock heating, because there is no required pressure increase. In fact, the thermodynamic path of a shear-heated material actually coincides with that of a shockheated material during a later stage of decompression. Consequently, a decompression curve for a shock-heated material simply shifted to a higher peak pressure provides an acceptable analogue for the thermodynamic path of that material as it undergoes shear heating [Sugita and Schultz, 2003 ].
Melt Distribution
[12] In vertical impacts, melt products are ejected throughout the 360 azimuthal range as they flow up and out of the crater at relatively steep (>45 ) angles of incidence [Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Hermalyn and Schultz, 2010] . Oblique impact trajectories, however, generate an initial downrange-directed melt component with ejection speeds comparable to the initial impact velocity. This downrange component is a consequence of a directed shock (strongest in the downrange direction) [Dahl and Schultz, 2001; Schultz and Mustard, 2004] along with the enhanced downrange ). Because cratering efficiency reduces at large planetary scales, the ratio of the crater width to projectile diameter more closely resembles strength-controlled craters in laboratory experiments. The open parabola-shaped pattern downrange represents deposits of melt from an expanding vapor plume. (right) Oblique impact by a 0.635 cm aluminum sphere into an aluminum block (5.2 km/s at 15 ) but with a facing-sloped surface downrange (see inset). Disruption of the projectile at impact resulted in significant fractions of the projectile surviving and producing a crater larger than the first-contact impact crater on the 25 facing slope downrange (at right). The smaller crater directly downrange is the result of the top of the projectile impacting the block at the same speed as the initial impact.
shear heating [e.g., Schultz, 1996] . As impact angle decreases, this downrange melt component becomes particularly pronounced, especially at angles less than about 30 [Gault and Wedekind, 1978] .
[13] For highly oblique (<15 ) impacts, some of the earliest downrange ejecta exhibit speeds approaching the initial impact speed [e.g., Schultz and Gault, 1990; Pierazzo and Melosh, 1999] , thereby exceeding planetary escape velocity. On Venus, the dense atmosphere decelerates the highest speed ejecta, thereby resulting in near-rim deposition in the form of long run-out flows [Schultz, 1992a; Sugita and Schultz, 2002] . On Mars, however, the tenuous atmosphere allows this downrange component to extend around the planet and become completely decoupled from the later-time higher-angle ejecta component [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] .
[14] As yet, there is no simple scaling that describes the ejecta-velocity decay for oblique impacts because it is controlled by retained momentum of the impactor. Laboratory experiments suggest that distal accumulations of early time melt products downrange exhibit significantly less thinning with distance compared to the radial decay of ejecta deposits stemming from later-time excavation [Schultz, 1999; Schultz and Mustard, 2004] . Ejecta thinning beyond 90 along a great circle is offset by convergence of trajectories. One result of the convergence is an elongated strewnfield of melt products with a relatively constant thickness throughout [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] .
[15] While valuable for gaining insights, computational modeling is a critical tool for exploring the details of an oblique impact event at large scales. Earlier applications of code calculations to planetary impact problems have been well documented [e.g., Bjork, 1961; Ahrens, 1977, Orphal et al., 1980; Roddy et al., 1980] . Here we use Sandia's CTH hydrocode to model the physics of melt generation and distribution from a specific highly oblique impact, the crater Hale on Mars, and compare predictions from these results to observations of surface effects. It is important to point out at the outset, however, that this study provides only one model for a range of possible scenarios. Many unknowns could affect the details of any model: precise impact angle; impact speed; topography at the impact point; projectile type; and projectile shape. Nevertheless, the results provide first-order results that provide insights into observed materials and processes found in association with a specific impact crater on Mars.
The Hale Impact Crater
[16] The impact crater Hale is an elongate crater (125 km Â 150 km across) formed on the wall of the Argyre basin on Mars, 36 S, 36 W. It was specifically chosen for this study because it typifies a large, highly oblique impact crater visible on the present-day Martian surface (Figure 2 ). The Hale impactor struck the surface at an angle of 10 -15 based on the oblong shape of the crater, its ridge-like central peak, saddle-shaped rim, and asymmetric proximal ejecta pattern [Schultz and Lutz-Garihan, 1982] . The extensive scouring and secondary crater chains to the northwest indicate a trajectory from the southeast to northwest [Schultz and Mustard, 2004; Herrick and Hessen, 2006] . Ejecta deposits (including secondaries) south and southwest of Hale extend into the interior of the Argyre basin and have been covered by mantling deposits related to the cyclic expansion of polar deposits due to orbital forcing.
[17] Hale has undergone multiple episodes of covering by dust/frozen volatiles and subsequent exhumation. Its exposure age of 1 Ga provides a minimum age that places it late in Martian history, early to-middle Amazonian in age [Jones et al., 2011] . The absence of severe weathering processes (e.g., reduced fluvial erosion) since the Hesperian (last $3.5 Ga [Tanaka et al., 1992] ), however, permits general preservation of craters and remnant ejecta products created during this and later eras. It can therefore be assumed with sufficient confidence that any ejecta from Hale contributed to near-surface deposits on the current-day Martian surface, even though they were likely subjected to redistribution and reworking.
[18] Hale Crater thus provides a unique tool for comparing results from numerical code calculations, laboratory data, and "field" observations. Its elongate shape, linear central peak, and asymmetric ejecta establish a reasonable range for impact angle and direction. For this calculation, we assumed a dunite projectile 25 km diameter impacting at 10 based on empirically derived gravity-scaling relations for the transient crater diameter [e.g., Schultz et al., 2005] . Numerous unknowns, however, affect the accuracy of such an estimate, including: an unknown pre-impact topography (near the boundary scarp of the Argyre basin), local slope effects (Argyre interior), impact speed (8 km/s versus 15 km/s), projectile shape, hypervelocity scouring downrange [e.g., Schultz et al., 2006a] , and exact impact angle (e.g., 8 versus 12
). The objective of this study, however, is not to reproduce the final crater morphology or to perform a parametric study to constrain specific conditions for this particular impact. Rather, we have two objectives: (1) provide firstorder estimates (factor or two or three) for the amount and distribution of impact-melt products from Hale; and (2) to compare these estimates with possible expressions in the geologic record inferred from orbital data.
Computational Impact Model
[19] A three-dimensional computational simulation of the Hale impact event on Mars (see Figure 3) was constructed using the CTH hydrocode developed at Sandia National Laboratories. CTH is a strong shock-wave physics code that models multimaterial, large deformations in one, two, or three dimensions [McGlaun et al., 1990] ; the last option, using bilateral symmetry, was applied here with the computational a grid 375 Â 125 Â 125 km (in the x, y, z directions respectively).
[20] The Eulerian coordinate system employed by CTH can describe the instantaneous state of a material present in a given zone but cannot follow the path of a material point. Tracer particles are used for this purpose. Tracers are massless particles that move through a mesh using the local velocity at the current position. They record the dynamic (trajectories, velocities) and thermodynamic (pressure, temperature) histories of defined material points through time. Each tracer actually describes the motion of a large number of real material fragments, all having approximately the same parameters and trajectories [see McGlaun et al., 1990] . For the particular impact simulation constructed here, 1000 Lagrangian tracer particles were uniformly distributed throughout both the projectile and target and followed ballistically after reaching a height of 1.5 km. Each tracer particle contained the initial mass delivered to an area downrange limited by adjacent particles. Consequently, the cratering model was resolved in great detail, whereas the ballistic delivery across the rotating planet was simplified in order to reduce the computation time for assessing their ballistic fate.
[21] Tabular equations of state (EoS), i.e., SESAME, were used to model both the projectile and target. An EoS, unique for a given material, describes the thermodynamics of a system over a wide range of pressures, temperatures, and specific volumes. For a typical basaltic rock (as utilized in the current model to replicate the Martian surface), however, ). Examples of tracer particles are included as small yellow dots in the 10 impact plot for illustration purposes. The majority of projectile material has been removed from the 90 impact plot, which is included to illustrate the contrasting symmetric crater growth for vertical impacts. a major difficulty arises in the development of an EoS because basalt is actually a complex mixture of minerals, each with its own thermodynamic properties [see Cohen et al., 1967] . In addition, planetary basalts exhibit a wide range of composition. The definition of a single melting and vaporization temperature for "basalt" is therefore a considerable simplification. Nonetheless, the average temperatures of the major constituents of the mixture can be used to determine the specific internal energy and entropy occurring in a given phase change region [Pierazzo et al., 2005] . From these values, the associated shock pressures for melting can be estimated as shown by the yellow dots plotted in Figure 4 [also see Pierazzo et al., 2005] . For the purpose of this study, an incipient melting temperature of $1400 K was used. This estimate was previously derived using primarily the main components of basalt, namely plagioclase and pyroxene [see Cohen et al., 1967; Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1972] . Most of the high-speed melt traced here achieved a fully melted state.
[22] The current model involves the impact of a dunite projectile, 25 km in diameter ($2.5 Â 10 16 kg), into a basaltic target (incorporating a pressure-dependent yield strength model) surrounded by an ambient Martian atmosphere. The impactor struck the surface at a velocity of 10 km/s at an angle of 10 from the horizontal (neglecting the details of atmospheric interactions before impact). The adaptive mesh refinement approach (AMR) [Crawford et al., 2002] was employed to highly resolve regions of melt ejection without sacrificing excessive computational time (achieving a highest resolution of $1.0 km/cell or $25 cells across the projectile). Pierazzo et al. [1997] previously identified a decrease in the accuracy of computational models of melt generation with a decrease in resolution, resulting in artificially small estimates of melt production in poorly resolved simulations since the peak pressures are averaged over the cell volume. The AMR approach, however, allows the specification of refinement indicators, i.e., refinement is based on defined parameters (e.g., time, position, pressure differences, etc.), thus providing a compromise between this need for higher resolution and for relatively fast computational runs. The 3D model was run for nearly a day at Sandia, covering about 130 s of crater growth. Regardless of such advancements, computational resources still hinder the level of accuracy achieved in impact models and consequently any melt mass estimates presented below should be regarded as conservative (within an order of magnitude). For example, 3D-CTH simulations [Pierazzo, 2006] demonstrated that a resolution of 5 cells per projectile radius (cppr) results in a 20% lower measured peak pressure than the same simulation with 20 cppr. While improving the resolution would certainly generate more vivid representations, this would not change the basic results presented here.
Results

The CTH Hale Impact Model
[23] A material plot from the CTH Hale impact simulation, captured at 20 s after impact, is shown in Figure 3 . Also included is a similar material plot from a CTH model of a vertical impact on Mars, with all parameters other than impact angle identical to those in the oblique computation. Comparisons of melt volume estimates between these two simulations (Table 1) and an analytical approximation (calculated for a 90 impact using equations from [O' Keefe and Ahrens, 1977] ) show reasonable agreement, within a factor of two. It compares closely to the amount of melt calculated by Schultz and Mustard [2004] . As expected, the computational models result in smaller melt volumes, due primarily to resolution limitations. Regardless, the computational results presented here provide an adequate firstorder approximation of melt generation for a highly oblique impact. The advantage of the computation, however, is that it traces the state and ballistic fate of the ejected melt.
[24] Figure 5 , in conjunction with Figure 3 , reveals that the CTH simulation successfully captures many of the predicted patterns and structural features indicative of highly oblique impacts at early times [see e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz and Lutz-Garihan, 1982; Schultz, 1992a; Figure 4 . Simplified pressure (GPa) versus temperature (K) plot demonstrating the method used to approximate shock-induced melting. While the current SESAME equation of state cannot exactly reproduce the solidus and liquidus of Martian basalt, partial melting can be estimated at a given solidus (raised with pressure) and complete melting above a corresponding liquidus. The incipient/complete melting entropies used to estimate the appropriate shock pressures are calculated using the lowest incipient/highest complete melting entropy of the main minerals in basalt (i.e., plagioclase, feldspar, and augite; see [Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1972; Pierazzo et al., 2005] ). For illustration, a few example data points (circles) indicate conditions for melting as determined by entropy calculations from the CTH impact model (see Figure 3) . Pierazzo and Melosh, 1999, 2000; Herrick and ForsbergTaylor, 2003; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004; Poelchau and Kenkmann, 2008] , a pronounced penetration asymmetry reflecting a moving source of energy transfer at early times [Schultz, 1992a; Anderson et al., 2003; Poelchau and Kenkmann, 2008] , a downrange concentration of projectile material [Schultz and Gault, 1990; Schultz, 1996; Schultz et al., 2006a] , asymmetric ejection [e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz and Lutz-Garihan, 1982; Herrick and Forsberg-Taylor, 2003; Poelchau and Kenkmann, 2008; Hermalyn and Schultz, 2010] , and an uprange zone of avoidance [e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz and LutzGarihan, 1982; Schultz, 1992a; Herrick and ForsbergTaylor, 2003; Poelchau and Kenkmann, 2008] . Evidence of extensive downrange scouring is apparent. Sharply defined ricochet rays are also prominent, subtending to an angle of $15 to either side of the trajectory line (30 total). Such rays typically subtend about twice the original impact angle, as documented in laboratory experiments [Schultz, 1994; Schultz and Mustard, 2004] . These high-speed products (both target and projectile) will generate additional melting as they interact with the downrange surface.
[25] Melt ejecta speeds and launch angle measurements (5 s) after impact are shown in Figure 6 . After ejection, the ejecta melt mass is converted into small increments used as ballistic tracers. This strategy minimizes computational time for tracking melt ballistically across Mars. Moreover, increased resolution of the tracers would not improve the accuracy of the results for several reasons. First, specific details of this specific impact cannot be accurately reconstructed: unknown projectile shape or density, specific trajectory (angle and speed), local slope, topography, and stratigraphy. Second, early time processes result in localized flow and gaps (rays), as illustrated in experiments (e.g., Figure 6b ), that will vary with initial conditions and numerical instabilities in the model. Third, the downrange vapor plume interacting with ballistic ejecta can alter the trajectories of smallest fraction (Figure 1a) . Consequently, retaining highly resolved details in the ballistic component from any hydrocode would not provide an accurate description of a specific impact, such as Hale. Instead, we provide quantitative estimates for the amount of material that could have been distributed downrange and the possible effects on the surface.
[26] In general, the ejection angles for all of the highspeed downrange-directed ejecta range from 5 to 30 . The fastest moving products, however, are ejected very early and concentrated along the initial impact trajectory at very low angles ($5 ; see Figure 6b ), as expected from previous laboratory experiments [Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schultz and Gault, 1990; Schultz, 1996; Anderson et al., 2004] and computational studies [e.g., Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004] of highly oblique impacts (≤15 ). These high-speed products (both target and projectile) will generate additional melting as they interact with the downrange surface.
[27] The pronounced asymmetry of early time ejection in highly oblique impacts is markedly apparent in Figure 6 . Peak shock pressures ( Figure 7 ) indicate that most of these ejected fragments at 5 s after impact are molten. As expected, the bulk of target melt (incipient/whole rock shock melting at $45 G Pa/$75 GPa [see e.g., Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1972; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004; Pierazzo et al., 2005] ) is generated slightly downrange from the impact point (0, 0, 0) and confined to a very narrow range of azimuths centered along the initial impact trajectory (Figure 7a ). At greater distances (beyond X = $100 km), the rapidly moving decapitation component (i.e., decoupled fragments of the impactor) becomes evident (Figure 7b ). At this time (5 s after impact), only a fraction ($20%) of this projectile component exhibits pressures sufficient to melt dunite with incipient melting at $135 GPa [Pierazzo et al., 1997; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004] .
Downrange Melt Distribution
[28] The high-speed downrange melt component from oblique impacts is completely distinct from melt ejected during later-time crater excavation and results in a distal ellipse (or narrow fan) of deposits spatially separated from the parent crater [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] . Accumulations of ejecta melt products from Hale are mapped onto the Martian surface as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . For convenience, these calculated values of ejecta volume/unit surface area are denoted as ejecta "deposit thickness," but it should be understood that such materials may have a wide range of fates, e.g., downrange ricochet, entrainment in turbulent vapor/atmospheric mixing, etc.
[29] Figure 8a displays the accumulations of all melt products generated in the computational model; color gradient ranges from fines mapped in purple (anything thinner than $1 cm is neglected here) to concentrations of 100 cm or greater denoted in red. For comparison, simply dispersing melt representing 25% of the assumed initial projectile mass impact of a 25 km diameter dunite projectile into a basalt target surrounded by an ambient Martian atmosphere (see corresponding material plot in Figure 3 ). Both projectile and target materials are included in these plots (incipient shock melting pressure of dunite, $135 GPa, is higher than that of basalt, $45 GPa [Pierazzo et al., 1997; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004] ). Projectile remnants correspond to much of the high-speed (>10 km/s) material downrange (Figure 3) . Images correspond to $15% of crater formation time. over 10 6 km 2 downrange would be over 2m deep. In Figure 8b , only distal (ejection velocity, v e ≥ $2.5 km/s) melt products ejected from Hale are mapped; red now indicates accumulations of 50 cm or greater. Two separate downrange melt fields occur, one slightly more substantial than the other. These accumulations exhibit relatively constant thickness in contrast with the decay of the proximal melt deposits that thin outward in all directions (Figure 8a ).
The collection of material between these two fields is largely an artifact of smoothing over the 1 Â 1 area bins.
[30] The existence of two distinct concentrations of downrange melt products reflects differences in ejection angle. The larger concentration, located closer to the equator Figure 6 . (a) Particle-velocity data collected at 5 s after impact from a CTH Hale impact simulation (see Figure 3) . Impact location is plotted to (0, 0, 0). Each tracer particle contains mass from a given numerical cell after ejection, which allows more efficient tracking of ballistics over a rotating planet. The inset in Figure 6a shows the corresponding ejection angles of each tracer as a function of azimuth around the impact point (downrange corresponding to 0 ; uprange, to 180 ). (b). Launch-angle measurements for a representative set of data located 1 km above the surface at 5 s. The pronounced asymmetry of early time ejection in highly oblique impacts is apparent. The fastest moving particles are launched very early, focused along the initial impact trajectory at very low angles ($5
). . The precise location of these concentrations is also highly sensitive to impact direction, modeled here as coming from the southeast to the northwest at an azimuth of 325
. Any change in this azimuth would result in a comparable shift, along the surface, in the placement of these distal accumulations.
[31] While linking distal ejecta melt with a specific crater can be difficult, very oblique impacts represent an exception. Even so, the actual manifestation of these downrange deposits on the Martian surface is dependent on a multitude of factors: particle interactions with downrange-moving impact vapor during ejection, surface density variations, topographic effects (i.e., the Argyre basin), presence of surface water, etc. [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] . Atmospheric suspension and circulation [Cho and Stewart, 2003 ] also may redistribute finer debris (microtektites) from their predicted downrange trajectories, thereby resulting in discontinuities in the strewnfields or diffuse deposits of the finest fractions.
Distal Ejecta
[32] In order to estimate a representation of ejecta thickness, each tracer particle contains the mass leaving the crater. Ballistic equations (including the effects of planetary rotation) establish where each tracer delivered on the surface. Ejecta thickness is determined by the dividing the delivered mass by the area (and the assumed density) as delimited by adjacent tracer particles.
[33] Low-angle melts ejected from Hale could potentially extend great distances. The computational results (Figure 9 ) predict that an early time low-angle component (5 ) should contribute to surface materials from western Lunae Planum and back across Valles Marineris toward Hale. Such early arriving melts would have mixed with the effects of later-arriving secondary craters (Figure 8a ). Evidence for downrange secondaries, scouring, and melt deposits will be considered in more detail below.
[34] Far downrange, a well-defined antipodal strewnfield of thick accumulations from this low-angle melt component coincides with the enigmatic Amenthes streak of dark deposits. Our model calculates the volume of material delivered over a given area, which predicts a uniform layer $0.025 cm thick which is enhanced in the antipodal region due to ballistic convergence. Previous analytical models indicated that early time ejecta (and projectile fragments) launched from Hale at very low angles (i.e., 5 ), in the downrange direction, might account for dark materials in Amenthes (see Figures 9 and 10 ) [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] . The calculated accumulations presented in Figure 9 (which consider solely ejecta launched at 5 ) estimate the delivery of $10 19 microtektites-sized products ($10 3 microtektites/cm 2 ) to the Amenthes region (assuming an average terrestrial microtektite diameter of $0.02 cm [Glass and Pizzuto, 1994] ).
[35] Hydrocode models cannot yet fully describe sizes and distribution of the tektites or micro-tektites. Nevertheless, the record of distal tektites and micro-tektites on Earth demonstrates that such materials are produced. The high speeds required to reach such distances should add additional melt locally through hypervelocity impacts by larger fragments after re-entry. Mixing of partial melts with lightcolored surface fines will result in dark melt-matrix breccias, as observed in Argentina [Schultz et al., , 2006b ]. Although seemingly small amounts are predicted, aeolian reworking (saltation) would concentrate larger materials derived from this distal component into the observed dune or streak deposits.
[36] Note in Figure 10 that higher ejection higher angles (45 -60 ) result in distal ejecta arriving in a wrapping pattern over polar locations, thereby leading to enhanced accumulations of glassy products [see Lorenz, 2000; . Mantling deposits related to orbital Figure 9 . Map of melt accumulations (expressed in microns) as calculated from the CTH Hale impact simulation (see Figure 3) overlain on a Viking merged color mosaic. Only ejecta launched with angles of 5 AE 0.5 (with respect to the horizontal) from Hale are plotted. Thickness denotes melt volume estimates evenly distributed over 1 Â 1 spherical surface areas. Color gradient maps deposits of 1 mm in purple and extends to accumulations of 500 mm or greater in red. Distal deposition, possibly in the form of a glassy strewnfield, coincides with the dark streak of Amenthes. Increased concentrations in southern polar locations are a direct consequence of rotational effects on lower-angle ballistic trajectories. Accumulations represent only the averaged mass delivered to a given location. Rays of ejecta and post-impact aeolian reworking can result in greater (and lesser) concentrations in a given area.
forcing in these high-latitude regions (dashed lines in Figure 9 ) will mask signatures of impact melts [e.g., Lorenz, 2000] . The region south of Hale is entirely with the Argyre basin and marks the outer limits of the maximum extent of this cyclic pattern. Orbital forcing also has led to periods of less clement conditions with polar deposits extending to the latitude of Hale.
Predicted Sequence of Processes and Emplacement
[37] The computational and experimental models predict a specific series of events that should be recorded on the surface downrange from Hale. First, there should be widespread melts dispersed downrange. Some of this melt should contain significant projectile components (Figure 7 ). Ejection speeds of these two components ( Figure 5 ) exceed escape velocity, but low ejection angles ( Figure 6 ) will result in surface scouring and mixing downrange. The total mass of the dunite projectile represents $2.5 Â 10 19 kg. If only 1% of this mass decapitated and interacted with the downrange surface (uniformly over a surface area of 5 Â 10 6 km 2 ), it could have contributed to a layer more than 50 cm thick characterize by dispersed impact-melt breccias and tektitelike glasses. Because of the hypervelocity speed, however, additional melt would have been generated. This process is further ensured due to the geometry of the impact, i.e., on an impact-facing scarp of Argyre. High-speed ejecta are launched over a fan-shaped region downrange, subtending an angle of about 30 along the downrange trajectory (Figure 7) . The highest speed melts should follow a trajectory from the rim of Argyre, across Valles Marineris and Lunae Planum (Figure 9 ). The convergence of ejecta antipodal to Hale (but offset due to Coriolis effects) should have delivered melt products in a region west of Elysium (Figure 10 ).
[38] Second, the Hale impact should have generated a rapidly expanding vapor plume as well as intense winds created by the blast and recovery [Schultz, 1992a [Schultz, , 1996 Sugita and Schultz, 2002; Wrobel et al., 2006] . This plume will rapidly move downrange while expanding in all directions, thereby resulting in a parabolic-shaped modification zone extending downrange. As a result, intense winds should modify the surface to distances much farther than those calculated for vertical impacts [Wrobel et al., 2006] . Blast winds should be expressed as wind streaks composed of particulates or scouring of pre-existing surface layers (due to the high winds) extending away from obstructions (e.g., craters). Such winds will evolve with time. Impact melts (and any products from hypervelocity siblings or secondaries) will precede the late-stage winds trailing behind the hypersonic to supersonic blast coupled to the downrangemoving vapor plume. Hale-related wind patterns should exhibit overprinting of different wind regimes. Because of the intensity of these winds (and vortices), however, these patterns should be long-lived since subsequent winds created by global circulation patterns will never achieve the same intensity.
[39] Third, oblique impacts map out an evolving source region corresponding to the extended period of coupling. As a result, the evolving source region within Hale will be reflected by blast effects and secondary craters that do not necessarily point back to a single point (e.g., Figure 1) .
[40] And fourth, the amount of impact-generated melt estimated here does not include the effects of hypervelocity secondaries and sibling impacts. Some of this component from Hale coincides with the prominent dark streak in Amenthes ( Figure 9 ). As ejection angle increases to 45 , rotational effects on distal deposition become more significant. Consequently, if the Amenthes streak is related to the Hale impact, it represents a low-angle component and likely contains a significant impactor component (Figure 7b ). will be spread far downrange, a significant fraction should add more downrange mafic materials, perhaps analogous to (but at a much larger scale than) the Muong Nong tektites on earth [Glass and Pizzuto, 1994] .
Inferred Surface Effects from Hale
[41] The following discussion highlights features, inferred processes, and the sequence of emplacement over a broad region, from the edge of the Argyre basin to Valles Marineris and all the way to the opposite side of the planet. These observations are then compared with expectations from cratering models. The effects of the Hale impact at lower latitudes are clearly evident, even in albedo maps (Figure 11a ). High-resolution images from THEMIS and MOC images provide clues to the processes responsible for these effects (Figure 11b ). THEMIS nighttime images reveal extensive radial lineations (wind streaks) extending generally to the northeast beyond its continuous ejecta deposits (Figure 12a ). In detail, however, not all of these streaks emanate from the same direction; some appear to originate from a source downrange from Hale (recall experiment shown in Figure 1c, left) .
Downrange Surface Expression
[42] Close to the downrange rim of Hale, streaks occur in association with secondary or pre-existing crater chains (Figures 12b and 12c) . Some streaks appear to radiate from a source downrange from the crater, rather than the crater itself (Figure 12b) , the same region east of Hale (Figure 12a ). Dark mantling materials cover regions downrange from the large secondaries (Figure 12b ) but have a complex stratigraphic relation (Figures 12c and 12d) . Nighttime thermal imaging demonstrates that preserved streaks are due to materials with higher thermal inertias (Figure 12b, right) , corresponding to the darker mantling materials (Figure 12c ). High-resolution images (Figure 12d ) reveal that these materials partly cover small secondary craters. Consequently, the secondary craters were emplaced prior to both the mantling materials and the streaks. Farther downrange (box C in Figure 11b ), numerous light-colored streaks (daytime, visible with red filter) extend behind craters (inset, Figure 12d ).
[43] Still farther downrange (Figure 13 ), lineations radiating from Hale are more easily identified in THEMIS nighttime images, which indicate differences in thermal inertia related to particle size. Both daytime (Figure 13a ) and nighttime (Figure 13b ) THEMIS images clearly reveal Figure 12 SCHULTZ AND WROBEL: HALE IMPACT CRATER E04001 E04001 streaks extending from pre-existing craters. MOC narrowangle images (Figure 13c ) reveal that these streaks correspond to scour zones, exposing underlying redder substrates (the inset shows the red filter image). Hence, the lighter colored streaks appear to be related to winnowing by wind vortices created behind pre-existing craters. Adjacent dark linear streaks, however, also parallel the crater tail. At high resolutions, these streaks are discontinuous, which suggests that Figure 13a , with location of high-resolution view noted by region 3. The darker materials are dunes trapped within pre-existing, SW-NE-trending linear ridges. The brighter areas are wind-stripped regions where darker materials have been remobilized. These wind streaks are interpreted to be the result of intense atmospheric response created by the expanding vapor plume from Hale. Figure 12b . Inset provides context view (MOC-R0900875) centered at 32.8 S, 39.39 W and including location of region 1, also identified in Figures 12b (left) and 11b (within box B) . This high-resolution image reveals secondary craters (arrows) partly filled by darker materials. Streaks radiate from Hale, located farther south-southeast. Width of inset image is about 2.9 km. (d) High-resolution MOC image (M17-00999) of the region located farther downrange from Hale than that shown Figure 12c (box C in Figure 11b ). Dunes of dark mantling deposits, possibly reworked impact melt breccias, fill grooves that radiate downrange from the direction of Hale. Inset is MOC frame M17-01000, centered at 30.09 S, 41.8 W.
they are presently being partly erased by encroaching dark materials. This observation indicates that the Hale-related streaks are not pristine, yet are still Amazonian in age, consistent with its crater statistics [Jones et al., 2011] .
[44] Farther downrange from Hale (500 km to 800 km), surfaces are scoured and pitted. Figure 14a provides context for MOC high-resolution images shown in Figures 14b and  14c . Directly downrange (Figure 14a ), dark materials fill in an extensive field of pre-impact linear dunes, which are composed of brighter materials. Innumerable elongate craters and scours align with the trajectory from Hale and are interpreted as a cluster of secondaries (upper center). The scouring partly erases pre-existing craters and dunes and exposes the underlying lighter colored substrate.
[45] Offset from the trajectory of Hale (Figure 14c ), the lineated pattern at low resolutions (context frame in inset) is revealed to be concentrations of low-albedo materials filling pre-existing craters along a ray from Hale. The scouring evident in Figure 14b is not present here, in spite of the impression from the lower resolution image. The dark streak materials correspond to materials with lower thermal inertias. Consequently, the radial lineations off the downrange trajectory appear to be rays having a low-energy emplacement process.
[46] Figure 15a compares a daytime image (Figure 15a , left) with a nighttime thermal image (Figure 15a , right) closer to the trajectory (box G). The daytime thermal images clearly reveal the two sets of wind streaks (EW and NE-SW), without clear expression of a Hale-related streak. The nighttime thermal image, however, reveals a Hale-related streak exhibiting a lower thermal inertia that extends from the rim of the smaller crater. The "darker" patch near the top is associated with a region characterized by high-Ca pyroxene deposits. This contrast illustrates that Hale-related streaks may be invisible as albedo features but are revealed by their thermal properties as persistent features.
[47] Pre-existing craters in this region exhibit the effects of Hale at very high spatial resolution (Figure 15b ). Halefacing crater rims (regions 5 and 6-a) as well as ejecta ramparts (region 6-b) are heavily lineated. These lineations are not radial to the parent crater but are in line with a downrange radial from Hale.
[48] Streaks evident in nighttime thermal images extend to Valles Marineris, almost 1200 km away (Figure 16a ). Other imaging reveals these images extending into Lunae Planum, consistent with predictions for ejected melt products (Figure 8 ). Global high-resolution coverage is not yet sufficient to assess the possible causes of these lineations. Regardless the impact that produced Hale had an enormous regional effect on surface materials. Figure 16b provides a closer view of a region directly downrange. Here it appears that the streaks are not interrupted by Hale secondaries and perhaps came later.
[49] On the opposite side of Hale, our model predicts that once-molten impact products should been ballistically transported to the antipodal area of Amenthes (Figures 9  and 10) . Figure 17 provides a close looks at this region characterized by an elongated, diffuse low-albedo pattern, just west of Elysium Mons. There, secondary crater fields and dark streaks align with the expected ballistic trajectory from Hale. Spectroscopic data from TES data [Bandfield, 2002] indicate the presence of glasses (or clays) in the area.
Spectral Signatures
[50] The calculated melt accumulations from Hale (Figures 8 and 9 ) correlate with many prominent low-albedo Figure 14a ). Inset provides context view of region covered by NW-SE dark streaks. These dark streaks are the result of sets of linear concentrations of dark dunes. The craters do not appear to be modified. Consequently, it is suggested that the dark material was emplaced along rays, then later locally reworked. High-resolution view is MOC Narrow angle image E3-01698; context view (inset) is MOC E3-01699, centered at 47.96 W, 28.24 S (width = 2.88 km). markings on the Martian surface that relate to compositional differences. Figure 18 reveals that the most significant concentrations of melt products occur at the same locations as high-calcium pyroxenes (and plagioclase) revealed by Thermal Emission Spectrometer (THEMIS) data [Bandfield, 2002] . The concentrated occurrence downrange from Hale (south of Valles Marineris), in fact, fills a notable gap in the predicted global distribution of accumulated distal melt products from impacts forming craters larger than 100 km since the early Hesperian [Wrobel and Schultz, 2007] .
[51] Calculations indicate that Coriolis forces would have concentrated more than 0.5 m of distal mafic impact melts northwest of Isidis (Figure 8a ), in addition to documented local sources [Mustard et al., 2009] . A nearby patch of dark materials just northeast of Isidis also could be a reworked distal deposit from Hale as well and has a signature of clay or glass in the THEMIS data [Bandfield, 2002] . Other distal components contributed greater concentrations southwest of Hellas, a region that correlates with an ST-2 region associated with dunes [Ruff and Christensen, 2007] . Figure 14a . The THEMIS daytime image reveals two sets of wind streaks (almost N-S and E-W that are absent in (right) the nighttime THEMIS image, which reveals, instead, prominent light and dark streaks align with a radial back toward Hale (arrow). Center coordinate is 25.9 S, 40.6 W. [52] Direct delivery to the Amenthes region (Figures 9 and 10) should include tektite-like (and microtektite) glasses. Although the total amount of material delivered to this region is not large, it also travels at very high speeds (nearly 5 km/s). Some of these delivered high-speed materials could have been fragments from the Hale impactor (Figures 6  and 7) . The dark materials of Amenthes correlate with concentrations of glass (or clays) mapped from the THEMIS data.
Discussion
[53] The sequence of emplacement and processes is consistent with observations of features associated with Hale. First, there is clear evidence for scouring of the surrounding landscape, such as serrations of Hale-facing relief including crater and valley walls (Figure 15b, right) . Second, very lowangle, high-speed (>3-5 km/s) ejecta scoured the downrange region. At such high speeds, impacts by low-angle decapitated portions of the projectile (Figure 7) forming "sibling craters" would contribute to further melting of local material (Figures 12c and 12d) , together contributing to a mantling deposit of impact-melt breccias. Later arriving ejecta produce secondary craters on top of the mafic deposits (Figure 14a ).
[54] Third, Hale-related streaks are attributed to impactgenerated blast winds because they develop beyond the continuous ejecta and are not associated with secondaries [Schultz, 1992a [Schultz, ,1992b Wrobel et al., 2006; Ghent et al., 2010] . Moreover, the wind streak patterns identified from THEMIS nighttime images do not correspond to the directions mapped from Viking Orbiter images [Thomas et al., 1981; Ward et al., 1985] . This can be attributed to larger constituent grain sizes revealed by contrasts in thermal inertia but not necessarily by albedo contrasts and indicate much higher winds (and higher pressures) than predicted or observed today. Some streaks appear to radiate from multiple sources downrange (Figures 12a and 12b ). These subradial (but clearly Hale-related) streaks are attributed to a vapor plume that expanded while moving downrange. The barrage of hypervelocity downrange sibling impacts (Figure 1 ) further contributed an atmospheric blast with a source that appears offset downrange [Schultz, 1992a; Schultz et al., 2006b ]. The thermally bright streaks (nighttime) are due to erosion through mafic surface materials, thereby revealing a more competent substrate (Figure 13c ). Hale-related winds superpose large secondaries from the crater (Figure 16b ). These later wind streaks are interpreted as the result of winds drawn behind by the downrangemoving vapor plume. Because of the intensity of the Halerelated blast winds, they become part of the "permanent" wind streak patterns superimposed by global circulation patterns without modification.
[55] Craters on Venus exhibit a similar complex emplacement sequence, including similar wind streaks and scouring resulting from blast-wind effects [Schultz, 1992a; Sugita and Schultz, 2002] . The high atmospheric density of Venus restricts many of these processes much closer to the crater rim, except for highly oblique impacts. The low atmospheric pressure on Mars, however, results in these effects mapped across the surface, thereby exposing the violent succession of processes extending more than a thousand kilometers.
[56] On Earth, large oblique impacts have incorporated upper crustal materials and have generated significant quantities of impact melts, also launched at very high speeds, as evidenced by tektite strewnfields [Glass, 1989; Schnetzler, 1992; Glass and Pizzuto, 1994] . Consequently, the highcalcium pyroxene composition of the mafic deposits downrange from Hale could reflect mixing of the mafic crustal materials with carbonate bearing sequences in the upper several hundred meters but hidden from global spectral mapping instruments. On Earth, the Chicxulub impact also produced high-Ca tektites in Haiti derived from calciumrich target rocks [e.g., Sigurdsson et al., 1991] and in impact melt-matrix breccias in Argentina derived from melting/ mixing with buried carbonate layers [Schultz et al., , 2006b . In Argentina, the rise and fall of groundwater levels create carbonate pockets and/or layers within thick (200 m-300 m) loess deposits [e.g., Zárate, 2003] . Because of the widespread loess-like deposits, Noachian ejecta deposits, or ancient mega-regoliths, rising/falling groundwater would be expected to produce pockets or layers of carbonates . Recently, buried carbonate exposures, in fact, have been discovered on Mars [Ehlmann et al., 2008] .
[57] Glass bombs and suevites have been linked to the Ries Crater, 15 Ma in age [e.g., Stöffler et al., 2002; Osinski, 2003] , and the North American Strewnfield, 35 Ma in age [e.g., Glass, 1989; Koeberl et al., 1996] , illustrating the survivability of high-silica distal impact melt products. Miocene (9.3 Ma) mafic impact glasses with lower silica contents (48% to 62%) also occur within Argentine sediments [Schultz et al., 2006b] and have a much greater potential for hydrous weathering than on Mars. Consequently, our proposed origin for widespread deposits from the much larger crater Hale is not unreasonable.
[58] The contrast in spectral types between the proximal melts just north of Hale and the distal glass concentrations near Isidis and Amenthes (Figure 18 ) could reflect ejecta with distinct melting histories indicative of separate stages of formation. The distal melt (e.g., across the Amenthes streak) originates from the very early time compression stage affecting upper surface layers, whereas the proximal melts are produced later in the cratering process from deeper target materials. Blaney [1998] proposed that conditions within a vapor cloud could instantly hydrothermally alter impact materials into a form that would appear much more weathered, an insight relevant to some ST-2 materials. Alternatively, the high speeds required to achieve this ballistic range resulted in excavation of local materials.
[59] The Martian environment, since at least the Hesperian ($3.5 Ga), has been subjected to much less severe postimpact chemical weathering than on Earth, due to the general absence or ephemeral occurrence of surface water [Mustard et al., 2008] . Therefore, both proximal mafic melt glasses and distal impact glasses should have survived on or near the present-day surface of Mars since at least the beginning of the Hesperian, unless mechanically broken down during subsequent aeolian erosion [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] .
[60] Various Landers and Rovers on Mars have examined numerous blocks but few have been attributed to impact melts or impact-melt breccias [McSween et al., 2004; Grant et al., 2004] . There are several possible explanations for this apparent absence of evidence in the surface record. First, both Viking I Lander and Pathfinder sites in Chryse Planitia are in a region that underwent significant resurfacing by Hesperian floods related to the outflow channels [Mutch et al., 1977; Golombek and Bridges, 2000] , which would have reduced the prolonged contributions of distal impact melts. Second, the Viking II Landing site occurs at latitudes where cyclic expansion polar deposits have resurfaced the region resulting in numerous pedestal craters of different ages and leaving behind mantling deposits [Thomson and Schultz, 2007] . Third, the two Mars Rovers landed in regions covered by mantling deposits on the opposite sides of the planet. Both regions are characterized by low radar returns and low thermal inertias [e.g., Christensen et al., 2001] and evidence for unconformable deposits [e.g., Tanaka, 2000] , which would mask the occurrences of melts. As noted in a separate contribution [Wrobel and Schultz, 2007] , all landing sites to date have sampled a region of uncovered dark mafic surface deposits, which are expected to have the greatest exposed accumulations of distal melts.
[61] Finally, analytical tools currently used on the surface of Mars are able to classify the general composition but cannot distinguish their origin. Moreover, criteria to eliminate a sample as impact derived are not always valid. For example, rocks at Gusev were dismissed as possibly being impact in origin since they did not exhibit Ni and Cr [McSween et al., 2004] , which are not diagnostic. In other cases, the presence of volatiles have been used to eliminate the possibility of an impact-melt product [Rieder et al., 1997 ], yet impact melt breccias can have significant levels of volatiles, especially those derived from thick loess sequences [Schultz et al., , 2006b ]. Last, a mafic vesicular rock could be the product of impact melting and re-crystallization yet be indistinguishable from volcanic processes with current robotic missions [Schultz and Mustard, 2004] .
Conclusions
[62] The primary goal of this study is to assess the distribution of melt produced by a recognized, highly oblique impact crater. No matter the exact nature of these ejecta products, distal strewnfields should exist on the present-day Martian surface. Here we propose that dark materials and scouring downrange from the relatively young (≤$3.5 Ga) oblique impact crater Hale represent widespread impact melt products. The ability to link a distinctive strewnfield to its parent crater provides a unique approach to distinguishing impact melt/glass products on the current-day surface.
[63] The surface record from Hale to Valles Marineris preserves the far-reaching effects of the Hale impact. The sequence of emplacement is expressed by a succession of processes, evolving from high-to low-energy. Initially, very high-speed ejecta (>10 km/s) skimmed across the surface, followed by a vapor blast (mixed with melt products) and associated winds sweeping across the surface. Sibling impacts (from the sheared-off projectile) sprayed downrange at speeds comparable to the initial impact formed secondarylike craters downrange, before the arrival of ejecta coming from crater excavation. These high-speed impacts generated additional melt (and vaporization) that mixed with surface materials, which were sprayed downrange as tertiary ejecta. Primary ejecta (from crater excavation) subsequently formed secondary craters. Decaying wind intensities then resulted in long-lasting wind streaks and scouring that superimposed both these secondaries and a field of impact-melt breccias and tektite-like glasses. Such streaks could account for the permanent wind streaks across Mars that do not appear to match current global circulation patterns [Thomas et al., 1981; Ward et al., 1985] .
[64] The Hale impact dispersed melts and intense winds over an area exceeding 5 million km 2 . Hale is just one of many other highly oblique impacts through the geologic history of Mars. This insight has implications for understanding the sources of mafic materials covering the Noachian terrains, not only from oblique impacts but also higher angle impacts.
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